FREE Noah Shooting Clinic!


Thursday, May 21 , 2015



Players should arrive at 5:20p.m.



Parents and Guests should arrive at 6:00p.m.



Location: BIRDVILLE HS Gym- 9100 MID CITIES BLVD NORTH RICHLAND HILLS, TX 76182

th

The clinic consists of 3 segments.
The 1st segment is player testing. Players will all shoot a “no feedback” session on Noah before the clinic
begins, so that every player will have an 8.5 x 11 “Arc Plot” printout of their natural shot. Our clinic is
designed to handle 35 to 40 shooters. If you have more than 40 shooters we will try to have as many as
possible shoot their "no feedback" session before the clinic starts. If we don't get them all through by the
time we are to start the clinic, we will have them, as well as any late comers, shoot their session at the
end of the clinic. We want all shooters to receive their "Arc Plot" printout, before they leave.
The 2nd segment is a presentation to explain the optimal arc and depth of the perfect shot. We will
present a PowerPoint with graphics and pictures to help shooters understand the science of shooting a
basketball.
The 3rd segment is a demonstration. We will have your players shoot with "Noah Voice" instant verbal
feedback to show you the impact Noah will have on your players to develop a consistent release point
and a consistent arc, which leads to a tighter distance pattern at the rim, and ultimately, increased
shooting percentages. We will do some group shooting, shoot some three's, and also demonstrate the
instant video slow motion playback features of Noah.
All players, parents, and coaches that have an Apple product (iPod touch, iPhone, or iPad) or Android
(smartphone or tablet) should go to the app store and download the "mynoah" free app, and have that
device with them the night of the clinic. We will show you how you can connect to the Noah Instant at the
clinic and collect the data on your device to display an arc plot printout for each shooter, right on the
device. The “Arc Plot” will upload from your device to our Community Website where you can view all
information on all of your players from any computer. One of the features of the Community Website is
that you can pull up leaderboards for local, state, and national rankings of shooters by age and
gender. This is "state of the art" technology and the players absolutely love it! We will demonstrate this
at the clinic.

